
Test or Quiz;due date

Sept. 28th - Oct. 2nd
OUTCOMES ASSIGNMENTS

Mon. 
9/21

● I can explain the difference between an atom and a cell.
● I can identify qualities that categorize things as living or nonliving.
● I can explain what makes an organism unicellular or multicellular.

Cycle 1: Introduction to Cells
● EXPLAIN - Are living things made of one or many cells? What is the difference between unicellular and 

multicellular organisms?
● Exit Ticket #1

Homework: Review all material from cycle 1. 

Tue.
9/22

● I can explain the difference between an atom and a cell.
● I can identify qualities that categorize things as living or nonliving.
● I can explain what makes an organism unicellular or multicellular.

Cycle 1: Introduction to Cells
● ELABORATE - What is required to be classified as living or nonliving?

What characteristics determine if something is living or nonliving? What is the difference between unicellular 
and multicellular organisms?

Homework: Review all material from cycle 1. 

Wed.
9/23

● I can explain the difference between an atom and a cell.
● I can identify qualities that categorize things as living or nonliving.
● I can explain what makes an organism unicellular or multicellular.

Cycle 1: Introduction to Cells
● EVALUATE - What is required to be classified as living or nonliving?

What characteristics determine if something is living or nonliving? What is the difference between unicellular 
and multicellular organisms?

● Cycle 1 Transfer Task
Homework: Review all material from cycle 1. 

Thu. 
9/24

● I can identify and describe the function of the main parts of plant and animal cells.
●  I can compare plant and animal cells.
● I can describe how a cell controls what enters and leaves the cell. 
● I can describe and explain how cells function together as part of a system to determine a cellular function. 
● I can explain how a cell functions to maintain its structure and internal processes.

Cycle 2: Cell Structure
● ENGAGE- What are cells made of? What jobs do these different structures do?
● EXPLORE- What are cells made of? What jobs do these different structures do?

Homework: Review material discussed today. 

Fri. 
9/25

● I can identify and describe the function of the main parts of plant and animal cells.
●  I can compare plant and animal cells.
● I can describe how a cell controls what enters and leaves the cell. 
● I can describe and explain how cells function together as part of a system to determine a cellular function. 
● I can develop &/or use a model to predict &/or describe phenomena.
● I can explain how a cell functions to maintain its structure and internal processes.

Cycle 2: Cell Structure
● EXPLORE- What are cells made of? What jobs do these different structures do?

Homework: Review material discussed today. 



● Exit Ticket #2 on Monday, 10/5
● Students should be reviewing for a minimum of 10 minutes nightly.
● Headphones should be brought to school daily


